Predict project success or failure.
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Fully understanding previous project production rates for
various project types and scope can be critical to
determining if a project is a success or financial failure.

In a recent ConstructConnect article by
Melissa Mullen1, she identified three
major challenges that estimators face
across the board:

1.

Lack of data – unable to collect it

2.

Lack of access – collecting data,
but can’t easily get to it

3.

Time cost – mining and organizing
data is extremely time-consuming

All three of these challenges come down to one thing, quality of available data.
Successful estimators categorize data into either direct or indirect costs. Direct costs
are expenses related to a specific construction activity such as materials, labor or
equipment. Indirect costs are expenses not associated with a specific construction
activity, such as quality control, utilities, admin costs, etc.
So if sufficient quality and availability data are key to creating a reliable estimate.

How do you get it? When preparing a cost estimate, an estimator usually relies on
historical data. Though every project is different, using similar historical cost and
estimate data can support future estimates. Historical data comes from a number of
sources, past bids, databases, periodicals, commercial references, and digests of
actual project costs.

Experienced estimators are turning

more and more to data from actual
projects their firms perform on which
to base material and labor costs.
Contractors with data from successfully completed projects readily available to them, allows a comparison of
actual cost data to their cost data reference. The accuracy of the data reference allows them to bid more competitively. For example, a contractor
who notices that their actual materials costs are consistently five percent
lower than those quoted in the data
reference will likely adjust materials
costs in future estimates so that
they’re about five percent lower than
those quoted in the data reference.
So how do you achieve this?
ICT Tracker is a tool that delivers accurate tracking material and labor data to helps
compare against current estimates and collects data for future bids. A solution to enable real-time monitoring of construction site progress and provide accurate installation
status for scheduling, billing, and installation productivity data for project estimation.
The ICT Tracker mobile app replaces manual and inaccurate methods or expensive
3D scanning systems by digitizing the collection of data on site. Using patent pending
technology, the user can view the actual 3D design model on an iPad and compare it
against as-built systems onsite.

Helm Mechanical has seen the positive and immediate impact of digitizing the collection of project data. By finding a solution that reduces redundancy, increases the accuracy and timeliness of installation data, they are better positioned to provide updates

and meaningful reports to their project executives, leadership, and estimating teams.
You can read more how Helm’s use of intelligent data gives them the knowledge to
know if they are on the path to a successful project and the data for future bids. Read
the Helm Mechanical case study.

Conclusion
Construction estimating is vital in the project management role, and companies must
invest resources and technology to make this role effective. It is important to know
your data when estimating because it can make or break a construction project. It can
also can make or break a company’s business. Estimates lead to bid, which ultimately
wins projects.

Without accurate construction project estimates, there is the likelihood of tragic
financial outcomes

More about ICT Tracker
Interested in learning more about how ICT Tracker can help you predict project success or failure? Visit ict.tech to get in touch today.

Click here to schedule a demo!
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